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As you’d expect from a reptile weighing up to 250kg, giant tortoises are slow movers.
Were it not for two dark beady eyes glaring at me from beneath an oversized shell, I
might just as well be watching a boulder. Bringing up the rear during a shore excursion,

Expedition Cruises
Once upon a time, going to sea was a true adventure. You boarded your ship, waved a teary

I plonk myself down a few metres from this extraordinary creature the size of a washing
machine, mesmerised. Seriously endangered, less than 20,000 giant tortoises remain in
the Galápagos Islands. Centenarian Lonesome George became the environmental poster
child for the archipelago before passing away in 2012.

goodbye to your loved ones, and sailed over the horizon. The destinations varied but they all
involved a degree of adventure.
Modern technology has shrunk the world, and modern cruise ships have taken the hardship out of
oceanic voyages. But there’s still a subset of cruising that majors on discovery. Expeditions to the less
visited parts of the globe offer you the chance to encounter nature in all its awesome majesty. Taking
one of these cruises can be a life-changing experience.
Typically, these expeditions involve heading towards the polar latitudes or remote island groups.
Instead of tourist-clogged ports and historic monuments you’ll be confronted with icy fjords and
sunstruck archipelagos. There’s something uniquely touching about seeing nature go about its
business with minimal interference from humans. Whether it’s the brown bears of Alaska or the giant
tortoises of the Galápagos, your expedition cruise will provide plenty of close encounters with nature.
Closer to home, the islands of Vanuatu or the Solomons offer fantastic opportunities for diving, whale
watching and cultural discovery. The almost uninhabited Kimberley region of northwestern Australia
is another stunning destination for those who want to experience nature in the raw. Imagine seeing
an ancient Aboriginal rock art gallery one day, taking a scenic flight over the Bungle Bungle ranges
the next, and hopping in a Zodiac inflatable the day after for an afternoon’s crocodile watching.
Adventure may be the prime focus but that doesn’t mean you’ll be roughing it. On an expedition
cruise you travel in purpose-built ships that marry high-tech reliability with a surprising degree of
comfort. Cabins are generally spacious, while some options come with gorgeous balcony spaces
that turn the ever-changing scenery into a nonstop panorama. To provide easy access to remote
waterways, most expedition vessels are built on nimbler lines than the standard cruise ship. What you
lose in onboard discos you more than make up for in natural scenery.
With their emphasis on discovery and activity, expedition cruises can make for an ideal family holiday.
Cruising the waters of the Antarctic or exploring the Galápagos Islands is no less of a treat than
hanging out at a resort – and considerably more educational. You may find that teenagers,
young children and extended family all return from such a cruise with a new appreciation
of the world’s wonders.
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the two-hour flight from Quito, like lip-smacking layers upon a newly
iced chocolate cake. Straddling the Equator about 1000km west of
Ecuador, flying low on approach to Baltra Island, islands eventually
emerge from the Pacific Ocean. Disembarking at Seymour Airport on
the flat featureless island, I notice beyond the airstrip prickly pear cactus
and a few random trees poking above scrawny salt bush. The sky is
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So far that vision appears to be successful,
offering visitors a rare opportunity into a world
little changed through the centuries. This then
is the true charm of the Galápagos Islands.
For more information: www.expeditions.com

leaden grey while a cool wind whips tendrils of hair about my face.
Devoid of the usual suspects you’d find on an island in the tropics, the
archipelago’s charm is not immediately obvious.
I’m not the only one initially uninspired by these isolated, yet ultimately
enchanting, islands. Visiting in 1835 as a self-funded supernumerary
onboard the Beagle, 23 year old naturalist Charles Darwin was
underwhelmed, noting that ‘the black rocks heated by rays of vertical
light give the air a close sultry feeling. The plants smell unpleasantly.’
Inspiration and revelation came later. He went on to change forever our

Marine Iguanas, image: Fiona Harper

view of the world, publishing his theory of evolution in The Origin of
the Species by Means of Natural Selection.
With so much splendid reading material available, my fellow voyagers
are a knowledgeable lot, well-read in anticipation of a ‘once in a lifetime’
adventure. The excitement in the air is palpable as we board National
Geographic Endeavour. Within hours of boarding our small expedition
ship any reservations are dispelled.
Donning a mask, snorkel and wet suit before sliding off the Zodiac and
into the Pacific Ocean, I drop into a mercurial marine ballet as a pair of
sea lions elegantly swoosh and twist their honey-hued bodies around
me. I resist the urge to stroke the pelt as they glide past close enough
that I’m drawn into their slipstream. Enormous brown unblinking
eyes melt my heart. Slivers of sunlight pierce the surface, striking the
carapace of a green turtle nearby picking at kelp swaying in the current.
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